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Abstract

Novel protein-coding genes can arise either through re-organization of pre-existing genes or de novo1,2. Processes involving re-organization of pre-existing genes, notably following gene duplication, have been extensively described1,2. In contrast, de novo gene birth remains poorly understood, mainly because translation of sequences devoid of genes, or “non-genic” sequences, is expected to produce insignificant polypeptides rather than proteins with specific biological functions1,3-6. Here, we formalize an evolutionary model according to which functional genes evolve de novo through transitory proto-genes4 generated by widespread translational activity in non-genic sequences. Testing this model at genome-scale in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we detect
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translation of hundreds of short species-specific open reading frames (ORFs) located in non-genic sequences. These translation events appear to provide adaptive potential\(^7\), as suggested by their differential regulation upon stress and by signatures of retention by natural selection. In line with our model, we establish that \textit{S. cerevisiae} ORFs can be placed within an evolutionary continuum ranging from non-genic sequences to genes. We identify \textasciitilde1,900 candidate proto-genes among \textit{S. cerevisiae} ORFs and find that \textit{de novo} gene birth from such a reservoir may be more prevalent than sporadic gene duplication. Our work illustrates that evolution exploits seemingly dispensable sequences to generate adaptive functional innovation.

Both genome-wide surveys and analyses of individual cases have shown that \textit{de novo} gene birth has occurred throughout the evolution of many lineages, potentially impacting species-specific adaptations and evolutionary radiations\(^1,2,5,6,8,9\). Genes are thought to emerge \textit{de novo} when non-genic sequences become transcribed, acquire ORFs and the corresponding non-genic transcripts access the translation machinery\(^1,2,4,5,8\). However, it is hard to reconcile this proposed mechanism with expectations that non-genic sequences should lack translational activity and, even if translated, should encode insignificant polypeptides\(^1,3,4,6\). Evidence of associations between non-genic transcripts and ribosomes has suggested that non-genic sequences may occasionally be translated, which could provide raw material for natural selection\(^6\). It has also been speculated that genes that originate \textit{de novo} could initially be simple and gradually become more complex over evolutionary time\(^4\). These ideas are consistent with reports showing that genes that emerged recently are shorter, less expressed and more rapidly diverging than other genes\(^1,10-13\). We developed an integrative evolutionary model whereby \textit{de novo} gene birth proceeds through intermediate and reversible proto-gene stages, mirroring the well-described pseudo-gene stages of gene death (Fig. 1a)\(^14\).

We investigated this model at genome-scale in the context of \textit{de novo} gene birth in \textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae}\(^8,10\). In \textit{S. cerevisiae}, a minimal length threshold of 300 nucleotides was originally used to delineate ORFs likely to be genes from non-genic ORFs occurring by chance in non-genic sequences\(^15\). The resulting gene catalogue has undergone numerous adjustments\(^16\), with currently \textasciitilde6,000 ORFs annotated as genes and \textasciitilde261,000 unannotated ORFs containing at least three codons considered non-genic ORFs (Supplementary Fig. 1). Nongenic sequences are broadly transcribed in \textit{S. cerevisiae}\(^17\), their overexpression is mostly non-toxic\(^18\), and the corresponding transcripts can associate with ribosomes, often at AUGs\(^6,19\). We reasoned that translation of non-genic ORFs could be more common than expected. Such translation events would not systematically lead to \textit{de novo} gene birth, since the corresponding polypeptides would not necessarily have specific biological functions. Instead, upon translation, non-genic ORFs would become proto-genes (Fig. 1b). Proto-genes would provide adaptive potential\(^6\) by exposing genetic variations that are usually hidden in non-genic sequences. A subset of proto-genes could occasionally be retained over evolutionary time, for instance if providing an advantage to the organism under specific environmental conditions. Retained proto-genes could gradually evolve the characteristics of genes, while other proto-genes might lose the ability to be translated. Such a reservoir of proto-genes would allow evolutionary innovations to be attempted without affecting existing genes.

This evolutionary model leads to the following predictions: i) the structural and functional characteristics of \textit{S. cerevisiae} ORFs (\textit{e.g.} length, expression level or sequence composition) should reflect an evolutionary continuum ranging from non-genic ORFs to genes; ii) many non-genic ORFs should be translated; iii) ORFs that emerged recently should occasionally have adaptive functions retained by natural selection.
To examine these predictions, we estimated the order of emergence of \textit{S. cerevisiae} ORFs (Fig. 1c). Annotated ORFs were classified into 10 groups based on their conservation throughout the Ascomycota phylogeny (Supplementary Fig. 2). Of \textasciitilde 6,000 annotated ORFs, \textasciitilde 2\% are found only in \textit{S. cerevisiae} (ORFs\textsubscript{1}) (Supplementary Fig. 2)\textsuperscript{10} and \textasciitilde 12\% are found only in the four closely related \textit{Saccharomyces sensu stricto} species (ORFs\textsubscript{3-4}). The \textasciitilde 88\% of annotated ORFs found outside of this group (ORFs\textsubscript{5-10}) are well characterized and can confidently be considered genes. ORFs\textsubscript{1-4} are poorly characterized and their annotation as genes is debatable (Supplementary Fig. 2)\textsuperscript{16,20}.

The weak conservation of ORFs\textsubscript{1-4} suggests that they emerged recently, which we corroborated using gene duplication events to control for relative time of emergence (Supplementary Fig. 3). We estimate that over 97\% of ORFs\textsubscript{1-4} originated \textit{de novo} rather than by cross-species transfer, which could also explain their weak conservation (Supplementary Information). ORFs\textsubscript{1-4} often partially overlap ORFs\textsubscript{5-10}, which seems incompatible with cross-species transfer, or preferentially lie within subtelomeric regions whose instability may facilitate \textit{de novo} emergence (Supplementary Fig. 4).

In addition to classifying ORFs\textsubscript{1-10}, we assigned a conservation level of 0 to \textasciitilde 108,000 unannotated ORFs longer than 30 nucleotides and free from overlap with annotated features on the same strand (ORFs\textsubscript{0}) (Supplementary Information). ORFs\textsubscript{0} and ORFs\textsubscript{1-4} constituted our initial list of candidate proto-genes.

To test the evolutionary continuum prediction, we first verified that ORF conservation level correlates positively with length and expression level (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 5)\textsuperscript{1,10-12}. These correlations suggest that genes evolve from non-genic ORFs that lengthen and increase in expression level over evolutionary time. A negative correlation between ORF length and expression level\textsuperscript{21} was observed among ORFs\textsubscript{5-10}, but not among ORFs\textsubscript{1-4} (Supplementary Fig. 5). Thus, some ORFs may increase in expression level at different rates than they increase in length over evolutionary time. Lengthening of ORFs could occur by loss of stop codons, possibly following translational read-through, by shift of start codons or by duplication followed by fusion with other ORFs\textsuperscript{10,22}. Increase in ORF expression level could be mediated by recruitment of existing regulatory elements\textsuperscript{1}. The proportion of ORFs located in the vicinity of transcription factor binding sites increases with conservation level, suggesting that novel regulatory elements could also emerge (Fig. 2a)\textsuperscript{1}.

In line with a study of codon evolution in metazoans\textsuperscript{23}, we observed a positive correlation between codon usage bias and conservation level (Fig. 2b). Relative abundances of amino acids in proteins encoded by ORFs\textsubscript{1-4} show levels intermediate between those in proteins encoded by ORFs\textsubscript{5-10} and in hypothetical translation products of ORFs\textsubscript{0} (Fig. 2c), similar to observations in bacteria\textsuperscript{24}. Likely due to this biased sequence composition, ORFs\textsubscript{1-4} exhibit a higher hydropathicity, a higher tendency to form transmembrane regions and a lower propensity for intrinsic structural disorder\textsuperscript{10} than ORFs\textsubscript{5-10} (Fig. 2d). Taken together, our observations support the existence of an evolutionary continuum ranging from non-genic ORFs to genes.

To assess the extent of non-genic translation, we searched for signatures of translation of ORFs\textsubscript{0} at genome-scale in a ribosome footprinting dataset generated in both rich and starvation conditions\textsuperscript{25}. In this dataset, \textasciitilde 1\% of sequencing reads could not be mapped to ORFs\textsubscript{1-10}. We developed a stringent pipeline to detect unequivocal translation signatures for ORFs\textsubscript{0} located on transcripts associated with ribosomes (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 6). We found that 1,139 of \textasciitilde 108,000 ORFs\textsubscript{0} show such evidence of translation (ORFs\textsubscript{0*}). This number is significantly higher than expected if the ribosome footprinting assay was non-specific, or if the presence of ribosomes on non-genic transcripts was unrelated to the presence of ORFs\textsubscript{0} (Fig. 3b). These ORFs\textsubscript{0*} are enriched in adenine at position -3 from the start codon, which likely favours translation initiation (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Information). We verified that ORFs\textsubscript{0*} did not originate from gene duplication or cross-
species transfer and are not genes that have failed to be annotated due to their short length (Supplementary Information). The 1,139 ORFs \(0^+\) therefore appear to be translated non-genic ORFs.

We detected strong differential translation of ORFs \(0^+\) and ORFs \(1-4\) in starvation or rich conditions, whereas most ORFs \(5-10\) are translated in both conditions (Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 6). We found that the binding sites of four transcription factors involved in mating and stress response are preferentially located close to ORFs \(0^+\) and ORFs \(1-4\) (Supplementary Table 1) and that ORFs \(1-4\) are enriched in the Gene Ontology term “response to stress” (Supplementary Table 2). Recently emerged ORFs may provide adaptive functions in response to environmental stress.

Retention by natural selection was measured by comparing the genome sequences of eight \textit{S. cerevisiae} strains to evaluate the tendency of ORF sequences to be purged of non-synonymous mutations (purifying selection) relative to expectations under neutral evolution. Most ORFs \(0^+\) and ORFs \(1-4\) do not exhibit a significant deviation from neutral evolution, yet ~3% of ORFs \(0^+\) and 9-25% of ORFs \(1-4\) appear under purifying selection (Fig. 3e). This fraction increases with conservation level, in line with the proposed evolutionary continuum (Supplementary Fig. 7 and Supplementary Information). Our observations suggest that recently emerged ORFs occasionally acquire adaptive functions that are retained by natural selection, in agreement with findings in primates and with evolutionary models derived from inter-species comparisons\(^1\),\(^12\),\(^13\),\(^26\).

Overall, our results show that \textit{de novo} gene birth could proceed through proto-genes. From the initial comprehensive set of candidate proto-genes (all ORFs \(0\) and ORFs \(1-4\)), we excluded ORFs \(0\) that appear to lack translation signatures according to our stringent pipeline (Supplementary Fig. 6). The 25 ORFs \(4\) that are longer than 300 nucleotides, show signatures of translation and are under purifying selection, can confidently be considered genes despite being weakly conserved. The remaining 1,891 ORFs (1,139 ORFs \(0^+\) and 752 ORFs \(1-4\)) present characteristics intermediate between non-genic ORFs and genes, meeting our proto-gene designation (Fig. 4a, Supplementary Fig. 8 and Supplementary Table 3). We propose to place these ORFs in a continuum where strict annotation boundaries no longer have to be set (Fig. 4b).

Gene birth mechanisms involving re-organization of pre-existing genes, notably following gene duplication, have long been regarded as the predominant source of evolutionary innovation\(^1\),\(^2\). Since the split between \textit{S. cerevisiae} and \textit{S. paradoxus}, sporadic gene duplications have generated between 1 and 5 novel genes\(^27\). In contrast, 19 of the 143 ORFs \(1\) that arose \textit{de novo} during the same evolutionary period were found under purifying selection. Therefore, \textit{de novo} gene birth appears more prevalent than previously supposed\(^3\),\(^10\),\(^12\), in agreement with recent estimations in humans and other primates\(^1\),\(^9\). The involvement of proto-genes in \textit{de novo} emergence of protein-coding genes in \textit{S. cerevisiae} likely holds for other species and may extend to RNA genes and regulatory elements. Examination of translation program remodelling upon stress, in light of our evolutionary model, may further understanding of phenotypic diversity and plasticity of cellular systems\(^7\),\(^28\).

**Methods Summary**

**Detection of translation signatures**

The mapping of ribosome footprint reads to ORFs does not necessarily indicate full-length, ORF-specific translation events\(^6\),\(^25\). To model the number of ORFs \(0^+\) expected if the detected presence of ribosomes on non-genic sequences was not related to the presence of
ORFs, we randomized the positions of ORFs while maintaining their length distribution and the observed positions of RNAseq and footprint reads. To model the number of ORFs expected if footprint reads observed outside of annotated ORFs were non-specific, we randomized the positions of footprint reads throughout non-genic sequences while maintaining the length distribution of footprint reads, the positions of RNAseq reads and the positions of ORFs. We optimized three parameters with regard to these two null models: i) the proportion of ORF length covered in RNAseq and footprint reads was fixed at 50% minimum; ii) the factor by which the number of footprint reads per nucleotide in the ORF should be higher than the number of footprint reads per nucleotide in surrounding up- and downstream windows was fixed at a minimum of 5; iii) the size of these windows was fixed at 300 nucleotides. Any two ORFs that partially overlap on the same strand and show translation signatures in the same experimental conditions were both eliminated from the set of ORFs considered to show translation signatures.

Significant purifying selection signatures

We estimated the number of synonymous mutations per synonymous site (dS) and the number of non-synonymous mutations per non-synonymous site (dN) for each ORF present without disruptive mutations in eight S. cerevisiae strains. The likelihood of the dN/dS ratio for each ORF present without disruptive mutations in eight S. cerevisiae strains was determined under two distinct null models: assuming neutral evolution (the rates of synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions are equal) and not assuming neutral evolution. All ORFs with dN/dS < 1 and \( P < 0.05 \) (chi-square distribution of likelihoods with one degree of freedom) were considered to be subject to significant purifying selection.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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From non-genic sequences to genes through proto-genes

a, Proto-genes mirror for gene birth the well-described pseudo-genes for gene death. Circular arrow: gene origination from pre-existing genes, such as through gene duplication. Pseudo-genes are highly related to existing genes but have accumulated disabling mutations and translation of functional proteins is no longer possible. The premise that pseudo-gene formation represents irreversible gene death has been challenged by reports of pseudo-gene resurrection (bidirectional arrow). After enough evolutionary time pseudo-gene decay renders them indistinguishable from non-genic sequences (unidirectional arrow). Whereas pseudo-genes resemble known genes, proto-genes resemble no known genes. Proto-genes arise in non-genic sequences and either revert to non-genic sequences or evolve into genes (bidirectional arrow). There can be no reversion of genes to proto-genes (unidirectional arrow) since gene decay engenders pseudo-genes.

b, Details of the proposed model for the gradual emergence of protein-coding genes in non-genic sequences via proto-genes. Full arrows indicate the reversible emergence of ORFs in non-genic transcripts, or of transcripts containing non-genic ORFs. Examples where transcript appearance precedes ORF appearance have been described, but the reverse order of events cannot be ruled out. Broken arrows representing expression level symbolize transcription (hidden genetic variation) or transcription and translation (exposed genetic variation). The variations in width of these arrows reflect changes in expression level resulting, at least in part, from changes in regulatory sequences. Sequence composition refers to codon usage, amino acid abundances and structural features.

c, Assigning conservation levels to S. cerevisiae ORFs. Conservation levels of annotated ORFs were assigned according to comparisons along the reconstructed phylogenetic tree, by inferring their presence (full circles) or absence (empty circles) in the different species according to the phylostratigraphy principle (Supplementary Information). Top right: number of ORFs assigned to each conservation level (logarithmic scale).
Fig. 2. Existence of an evolutionary continuum ranging from non-genic ORFs to genes through proto-genes

a, Length (top; error bars represent s.e.m.), RNA expression level (middle; error bars represent s.e.m.), and proximity to transcription factor binding sites (bottom; error bars represent standard error of the proportion) of ORFs correlate with conservation level. P and taut: Kendall’s correlation statistics. Estimation of RNA abundance from RNAseq in rich conditions. The positive correlation between proximity to transcription factor binding sites and conservation level is shown for a window of 200 nucleotides and holds when considering windows of 300, 400 and 500 nucleotides (Kendall’s taut = 0.14, 0.16, 0.17, respectively; \( P < 2.2 \times 10^{-16} \) in each case).

b, Codon bias increases with conservation level. Codon bias estimated using the codon adaptation index (Supplementary Information). P and taut: Kendall’s correlation statistics. Error bars represent s.e.m. The large s.e.m. observed for ORFs may be related to the whole genome duplication event (Supplementary Fig. 3).

c, Relative amino acid abundances shift with increasing conservation level. For each encoded amino acid, the ratio between its frequency in ORFs and its frequency in ORFs (gray), or the ratio between its frequency in ORFs and its frequency in ORFs (black), is plotted. Enrichment of cysteine in proteins encoded by ORFs (black) corresponds to 3.6 ± 0.1 residues (mean, s.e.m.) per translation product.

d, Predicted structural features of ORF translation products correlate with conservation level. ORFs were not included in these analyses as their short length hinders the reliability of structural predictions. Error bars represent s.e.m.
Fig. 3. Translation and adaptive potential of recently emerged ORFs

a, Example of an ORFs $0^+$ showing signatures of translation in starvation conditions. Syntenic regions in Saccharomyces sensu stricto species are aligned. Orange and black boxes: in-frame start and stop sites, respectively; SCER: S. cerevisiae, SPAR: S. paradoxus, SMIK: S. mikatae, SBAY: S. bayanus.

b, Significance of the observed number of ORFs $0^+$. Distribution of the number of ORFs $0^+$ expected to show signatures of translation if the ribosome footprinting assay were non specific (as modelled by randomizing footprint reads positions 100 times; squares), or if the presence of ribosomes on non-genic transcripts were not related to the presence of ORFS$_0$ (as modelled by randomizing ORF$0^+$ positions 100 times; circles). P: empirical P value.

c, AUG context of ORFs with and without translation signatures. The presence of an adenine at position -3 from the start codon indicates optimum AUG context (Supplementary Information). P and tau: Kendall’s correlation statistics. Asterisks (*) mark significant differences between ORFs with and without translation signatures ($P < 0.05$, Fisher’s exact test).

d, Candidate proto-genes tend to undergo condition-specific translation.

e, Signatures of intra-species purifying selection. The positive correlation holds when only considering ORFs that are free from overlap with ORFS$_{1-10}$ (Supplementary Fig. 7), and is not entirely driven by the interdependence between strength of purifying selection and expression level (Supplementary Information). Asterisk (*) marks a significant difference in proportion of ORFs under significant intra-species purifying selection between ORFs $0^+$ and ORFs$_1$ ($P = 0.0001$, hypergeometric test). P and tau: Kendall’s correlation statistics. Error bars represent standard error of the proportion in all panels.
Fig. 4. Identification of proto-genes in a continuum ranging from non-genic ORFs to genes
a, Characterization of candidate proto-genes (ORFs $0^+$ and ORFs$_{1-4}$). Venn diagram not
drawn to scale. b, The binary model of annotation (top) and the proposed continuum
(bottom).